LODGE

BRIMMOND 1535
Groundforce 2014
During the 2014 Summer recess,
members of Lodge Brimmond 1535
took on a garden transformation in
Tillydrone, Aberdeen.
The garden belongs to a very
active member of the Tillydrone
community who serves on many of
the local development and action
groups, including the Tillydrone
Community Council and the Board
of St George’s Tillydrone Church.
Unfortunately, she’s not fit for
the garden these days. A plan
to build a decorative wall some
time ago saw concrete blocks
and building sand delivered but
eventually becoming overgrown
by the greenery.
Lodge Brimmond’s members
stepped up to help and supplied
the labour, transport and tools,
while Lodge funds paid for weed
control matting, decorative stone
chippings and a planter of French
Marigolds to break up the swathe
of grey granite.
You can see from the pictures, it
isn’t a big garden, 7m x 4m at best,
so with the necessary purchases
being made through the week, the
job proper was planned for 6pm
until finished on a Friday evening.
A total of 56 concrete blocks
were recovered from where the
local kids had scattered them; at
least a tonne of soil and sand dug
out; and eight wheelie-bin liner
bags of greenery and wind-blown
rubbish were collected; all to be
taken away. The remaining area
was levelled, covered with weed
control matting and a tonne and a
half of chuckies shovelled on top.
The job took about four and
a half hours and the cost was
less than £70. The end result is a
good warm feeling for all involved
and a very happy wee wifey from
Tillydrone.

Photos showing the before and after pictures from Lodge Brimmond’s “Groundforce” event in
Tillydrone, Aberdeen in early August 2014.
(The ‘after’ picture is distorted a bit because of the wide-angle lens used to show the whole thing)

